Inflatable Labeling Globe

Customize and write all over the world with the 27” Inflatable Labeling Globe. Use it to explore continents, oceans, latitude and longitude lines, as well as trade and exploration routes. A wet-erase marker should be used when labeling the globe. Use a damp cloth to erase the marker. Test the wet-erase marker on a small section of the globe to ensure it can be erased easily and does not leave a permanent mark.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

For Demonstration & Exploration
Moving Around the World
Use the globe to show trade or exploration routes. For a small group activity, give a group of students a trade or exploration route to research. Have each group identify and present facts about the route such as dates, the explorer, and the country responsible for the trade or expedition. The students can use a wet-erase marker to draw the trade or exploration route on the globe.

Map Your World
Label the oceans and continents on the globe as an introduction to a geography lesson. Show the globe and ask for volunteers to come up and label a continent or ocean they know. Continue until all continents and oceans are labeled.

Latitude and Longitude
Introduce latitude and longitude lines and how to find points along the globe using those coordinates. Demonstrate how each line is labeled. Give students a list of locations to find by latitude and longitude lines. Have them circle the location and write the name of each location they found.

Toss, Catch, and Label
Have students stand in a circle and toss the globe. Each time the globe is caught, that student should be given a wet-erase marker to label one part of the globe. The student should say what they are labeling and then toss the globe to another student. This activity can be structured to fit specific topics of study.
Inflation Instructions

1. The inflatable globe must reach room temperature before it is inflated to reduce temperature shock that can cause defects.

2. For best results, inflate by blowing into the valve with your mouth only or using a foot pump.

3. Do not over-inflate. Do not attempt to remover every wrinkle from the globe.

4. After inflating, cover the valve opening with your finger. Pinch the valve at its base with your fingers and insert the plug into the valve opening. Quickly insert the plug fully into the valve opening until the head of the plug touches the opening. Press the valve into the globe until the valve is flat with the surface of the object.

CAUTION: Do not inflate with an air compressor or any other high pressure hose. Do not pull on valves. THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING DEVICE.

Maintenance and Deflation

1. Do not drag over sharp objects or surfaces.

2. Avoid contact with hot or sharp objects.

3. To clean, rinse with lukewarm water and let air dry.

4. If the globe is in need of repair, please follow the directions found in the repair kit included for details on how to repair the inflatable globe.

Also from Learning Resources®:

• LER 1170 World Treasure Hunt™ Map
• LER 2434 Inflatable Solar System
• LER 2437 Cross Section Earth Model
NOTE: Use a wet-erase marker only with the globe. Test the marker on a small section of the globe before using to ensure the marker does not leave a permanent mark.

FR
REMARQUE : Avec ce globe, il faut utiliser uniquement un marqueur effaçable à l’eau. Essayer le marqueur sur une petite partie du globe avant de l’utiliser afin de vérifier que le marqueur ne laisse pas de marque permanente.

NL
NB: Gebruik op de wereldbol alleen maar een markeerstift die met vocht te verwijderen is. Test de markeerstift vóór het gebruik op een stukje van de wereldbol om er zeker van te zijn dat de markeerstift geen blijvende vlekken achterlaat.

DE
HINWEIS: Verwenden Sie für den Globus ausschließlich einen ablösbaren Marker. Testen Sie den Marker zunächst an einer unsichtbaren Stelle auf dem Globus, um sicherzustellen, dass der Marker keine dauerhaften Markierungen hinterlässt.

ES
NOTA: Usa exclusivamente un rotulador de borrado en húmedo con el globo. Prueba el rotulador en una esquina del globo antes de usarlo para fin de verificar que no deja una marca imborrable.

ITL
NOTA BENE: Si raccomanda di usare solo pennarelli cancellabili sul mappamondo. Prima di usare il pennarello, provarlo su una piccola parte del mappamondo per accertarsi che non lasci segni indelebili.

POR
NOTA: Com o globo, usar apenas um marcador que se apaga com água. Antes de utilizar, testar o marcador numa pequena área do globo para se assegurar de que não deixa uma marca permanente.